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the document is about radioactive decay and
how to measure the half life of radioactive
isotopes it contains instructions for a student
exploration using an interactive simulation
called the half life gizmo preview study with
quizlet and memorize flashcards containing

terms like daughter atom decay geiger counter
and more you can use the half life gizmo to
model the decay of carbon 14 which has a half
life of approximately 6 000 years actual value is
5 730 years in the gizmo select user chooses
half life and theoretical decay set the half life to
6 seconds to represent 6 000 years and the
number of atoms to 100 two scientists are
experimenting with pure samples of isotope x a
highly radioactive substance the first scientist
has a sample with a mass of 20 grams he
measures a half life of 232 seconds the second
scientist has a sample of the same substance
with a mass of 80 grams what is the half life
that she is most likely to measure you can use
the half life gizmo to model the decay of carbon
14 which has a half life of approximately 6 000
years actual value is 5 730 years in the gizmo
select user chooses half life and theoretical
decay set the half life to 6 seconds to represent
6 000 years and the number of atoms to 100 98
16 the half life and the number of radioactive
atoms can be adjusted and theoretical or
random decay can be observed data can be
interpreted visually using a dynamic graph a
bar chart and a table determine the half lives of
two sample isotopes as well as samples with

randomly generated half lives the half life
gizmo allows you to observe and measure the
decay of a radioactive substance be sure the
sound is turned on and click play what do you
see and hear explore use the gizmo to explore
whether the number of atoms present affects
the half life that you measure describe your
findings below extend your thinking the slow
decay of radioactive materials can be used to
find the age of rocks fossils and archaeological
artifacts radioactive atoms change by emitting
radiation in the form of tiny particles and or
energy this process called decay causes the
radioactive atom to change into a stable
daughter atom the half life gizmo allows you to
observe and measure the decay of a radioactive
substance teach students about half life with
explorelearning gizmos in this simulation
students adjust decay rates visualize data and
disover isotope half lives as you might imagine
the isotopes that are useful for measuring the
age of rocks and fossils have very long half lives
carbon 14 has a half life of 5 730 years and
uranium 235 has a half life of 704 million years
you can use the half life gizmo to model the
decay of carbon 14 which has a half life of
approximately 6 000 years actual value is 5 730



years in the gizmo select user chooses half life
and theoretical decay set the half life to 6
seconds to represent 6 000 years and the
number of atoms to 100 radioactive atoms
change by emitting radiation in the form of tiny
particles and or energy this process called
decay causes the radioactive atom to change
into a stable daughter atom the half life gizmo
allows you to observe and measure the decay of
a radioactive substance you can use the half life
gizmo to model the decay of carbon 14 which
has a half life of approximately 6 000 years
actual value is 5 730 years in the gizmo select
user chooses half life and theoretical decay
study with quizlet and memorize flashcards
containing terms like daughter atom
radioactive decay geiger counter and more you
can use the half life gizmo to model the decay
of carbon 14 which has a half life of
approximately 6 000 years actual value is 5 730
years in the gizmo select user chooses half life
and theoretical decay half life gizmo quiz for
9th grade students find other quizzes for other
sciences and more on quizizz for free you can

use the half life gizmo to model the decay of
carbon 14 which has a half life of approximately
6 000 years actual value is 5 730 years in the
gizmo select user chooses half life and
theoretical decay set the half life to 6 seconds
to represent 6 000 years and the number of
atoms to 100 how to use the half life probe in
the half life gizmos in this simulation students
will have the opportunity to investigate the
decay of two samples of unstable atoms
students will interact with the simulation in
order to decay the unstable samples resulting
in a visual and graphical interpretation of half
life
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